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The first Dual mode phone with 1 RUIM and 2 SIM built-in in the world.
The device becomes the real world phone which supports CDMA networks and GSM networks worldwide.
It brings the travelers an utmost convenience by carrying only one handset for the global trip.
March 3, 2009 - PRLog -- 2cardphone is pleased to announce that the first Tri-SIM dual mode phone
launched in China. The handset is built in 1 CDMA-RUIM card and 2 GSM-SIMs working and standby
simultaneously. With the 3 cards inside, the phone supports two GSM networks and one CDMA network.
Besides full multi media features such as 2.0 M pixel camera, MP3, MP4, Bluetooth and FM radio, the
phone support a analogue TV reception function.
"Since more and more people have more than 1 card and some of them get 3 or 4 sim cards, we believe that
there is a demand on the dual card phone or even triple card phone" said by Mr. Raymond Briggs, the
director of 2cardphone.cn. He add that the mass production of this model will be in beginning of March and
it is estimated that the total delivery worldwide will be about 150,000 units in 2009.The mass production of
this model will be in beginning of March and it is estimated that the total delivery worldwide will be about
100,000 units in 2009.
Raymond Briggs
Director of 2cardphone.cn
###
2cardphone is an established mobile phone manufacturer in Hong Kong with its R&D Center and
production facility in China. The products cover CDMA Phones, GSM Phones, Dual SIM Phones, Dual
Mode Phones and TV Phones.
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